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Petersen: The Kirtland Temple

the kirtland temple
LAURITZ

G PETERSEN

the kirtland temple

stands to this day as a physical link
with the church s beginnings the first of first temples it
became a place of revelation communion inspired learning
a place of awe and joy today millions revere it as a place
of sacred awakening and above all a house of god
PRELUDE TO ENDOWMENT

less than a year after the church was organized the
prophet joseph smith received this commandment
wherefore for this cause I1 gave unto you the commandment that ye should go to the ohio and there 1I will give
unto you my law and there you shall be endowed with
power from on high
and from thence whosoever I1 will shall go forth among
all nations and it shall be told them what they shall do
for I1 have a great work laid up in store for israel shall
be saved and I1 will lead them whithersoever I1 will and
no power shall stay my hand 1

this

is the earliest modern mention of the word endowment in the literature of the restored church and it has
come to be understood as an endowment of power in a temple
A month later on 1I february 1831 the prophet joseph
smith with his wife emma arrived in kirtland ohio almost
immediately there arose a controversy which showed the need

for mature spiritual discernment in the church A certain mrs
hubble had been claiming that she had received revelations
lauritz petersen is supervisor of the public service section of the archives
division of the historical department of the church
the doctrine and covenants salt lake city the church of jesus christ
off latter day saints 1968
3832 33 hereafter cited in text as dac
d&c
383233
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from the lord for the church the prophet prayed concerning
this matter and received what is now known as section 43 of
2
the d&c
dac verse 16 of this section contains a second reference
to an endowment

and

ye are to be taught from on high sanctify yourselves and ye shall be endowed with power that ye may
give even as I1 have spoken italics added

and

the

west
oest record of
far weft

25

october 1831 states

joseph smith jr said that the order of the high priesthood is that they have power given to them to seal up the
saints unto eternal life and said it was the privilege of
every elder present to be ordained to the high priesthood

thus the prophet joseph smith at

this early date was already
acquainted with the sealing power a sealing power associated
with apostleship he was named an apostle on 6 april 1830
when the church was organized omc
d&c 20 it is not unlikely
dac
that sealing as the crowning ordinance of the temple was
foreshadowed
in his mind
fore
already foreshadower
shadowed
christinas in 1832 a revelation rich in
two days after christmas
doctrine and wisdom was given called perhaps because of
its compassionate tone the olive leaf dac
d&c 88 here
was the explicit commandment to erect a temple
prepare every needful thing and
establish a house even a house of prayer a house of fasting
a house of faith a house of learning a house of glory a
house of order a house of god dac
d&c 88119

organize yourselves

house of god is not the same as the house prepared
for the presidency of the school of the prophets mentioned
in verse 127 the context outlines a temple complex with a
central core of administrative buildings verses 130 and 131
state that when the president comes into this house of god
he should be first in the house behold this is beautiful
that he may be an example let him offer himself in prayer
upon his knees before god in token or remembrance of the
everlasting covenant
again one is led to wonder whether the prophet knew
much more concerning the endowment than he had yet re-

this

see
chapter 3 photo copy of
ee john whitmer history of the church
an unpublished manuscript in the historical department of the church
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vealed
healed to the body of the church
his history dated I1 june 1834

john whitmer writes in

joseph received a revelation that it was not wisdom to
go to jackson county at this time and that the armies of
israel should become very great and terrible first and
szc
endowed with power
the servants of the lord ben azc
hicl
sicl
from on high previous to the redemption of zion
the first elders were to receive their endowment at
kirtland ohio in the house of the lord built in that stake 3

thus the endowment spoken of was to be given in the
kirtland was to be
house of the lord built in that stake
called a stake and the stake was to have a temple
A plan now begins to appear in outline A city of kirtland is to be built and is to have a central complex of several
different houses or temples the city is to be a stake and
a special building called the house of god is to stand in
its center special ordinances are to be performed within this
one building this is suggestive of the later plan of the city
of zion mentioned in the prophet joseph s history of the
church 4 also of the plan of the city and stake of far west
and adam ondi ahman each of these was to be a stake with
a special house of god and other administrative buildings

for

4 january 1836 john

whitmer recorded

now the time drew near when the lord would endow
his servants and before he could do this we must perform
all the ordinances that are instituted in his house there
was one ordinance viz the washing of feet that we had
not yet observed but did perform it according to revelation
which ordinance belongs only to ordained members and
not the whole church
for particulars read the private history of joseph the

seer

anno inting with
after the washing of feet came the annointing
holy oil which was performed by joseph smith senior
among the presidents then the presidents of each quorum
interesting to note here also that the date recorded by john whitmer for this revelation is different from that which is given in the heading
thiss bit of information
of dac
d&c 105 today orson pratt may have overlooked th
or he may have thought john whitmer in error on his dating another possibility
sibi
lity As
is that there may have been two revelations combined to make section 105
joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed B H roberts 7 vols
salt lake city deseret book co 1949
155762
135762
1557 62 hereafter designated H C
1357
155762
135762
31tt is
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proced sic to annoint the members thereof in their proper
priced
time and place

the

proper time and place was in part determined by age
it is puzzling that the prophet joseph had recorded that on
23 january 1833 we proceeded to the washing of feet according to the practice recorded in the 13th chapter of john s
gospel as commanded of the lord 6 he then tells the
procedure that was followed yet here nearly three years later
john whitmer records that this ordinance had not yet been
observed perhaps meaning not yet in the house of god
earlier one infers the prophet had received inspired knowlbad undertaken to introedge of the writings of john and had
duce the practice now further light and understanding were
given and they did perform it according to revelation
apparently a form of sealing was attached to this ordinance
given in 1833 and again in 1836
something of a pattern is apparent here clearly ordinances had been performed outside the temple later baptism
for the dead was performed outside the temple as a preface
to the completion of the nauvoo temple the complete
temple endowment was given in 1842 in the upstairs room
of joseph smith s store prior to the dedication so all the
ordinances performed in the temples today were performed
outside the temple the sealing of children to parents being
the only exception so far as we know 8
wilford woodruff who was not present at the dedication
services in kirtland nor at the earlier ceremonies received
his endowment the following year he observes in his journal
that whatever had been given before was confirmed and renewed in the finished kirtland temple 9 with what little
we have mentioned it is clearly evident that the manner of
giving the endowment or at least part of it was understood
as early as 1834 A close study of the contents of the revelations received after the dedication of the kirtland temple
shows that the prophet joseph smith received many more
7

whitmer
W
H C 1325
1323
1523
132

agrees with the sermon of brigham young in february 1846 to
the first council of the seventy
brigham young in journal of discourses 26 vols london latter day
86
89
hereafter designated 1 D
16185
185586
saints book depot 1855
1618589
see
ee 3 april 1837 entry

this
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keys of authority and instructions pertaining to temple en-

dowments
dow
ments during the period of dedication than he transmitted to the twelve or the saints sometime before 4 may 1842
the prophet gave the complete temple endowment to several
of the twelve in the upper rooms of his store in nauvoo 10
the eventual influence of temples built or anticipated
in stakes such as kirtland independence far west and
adam ondi ahman clarifies dac
d&c 36124 which is an explanation of the sacred import and the central influence of temple
worship on all the functions of the church the kirtland
temple served as a place to receive those keys necessary for
these unfolding powers which the prophet taught were essential to a fullness of the glory of god the saints caught the
vision A grasp of the scope of the divine plan emerged in
the stress of persecution they derived strength from the recogni tion that certain basic principles are eternal A unique
ognition
doctrine of the necessity and universality and externality
eternality
eterna lity of
ordinances and covenants grew out of kirtland
THE STRUCTURE OF THE TEMPLE

section 94 of the d&c
dac tells us of the revealed plan of the
pattern of the city of the stake of zion in kirtland brigham
young said several times that the pattern of the temple was
also revealed to the prophet joseph smith

in a sermon given 6 april 1853 brigham young said
soon after the church through our beloved prophet
joseph was commanded to build a temple to the most
high in kirtland ohio and this was the next house
of the lord we hear of on the earth since the days of
solomon s temple joseph not only received a revelation
and commandment to build a temple but he received
a pattern also as did moses for the tabernacle and solomon for his temple for without a pattern he could not
know what was wanting having never seen one and not
having experienced its use 11
for some reason one important personality was left out of the revelation section 110 as having appeared in the kirtland temple peter the
ancient apostle heber C kimball speaking on the subject of home manufac
facturing
turing on 9 february 1862 said some of you have got an idea that wool
will not do but let me inform you that when peter came and sat in the
n cely adjusted
temple in kirtland he had on a neat woollen garment nicely
1
round the neck
I D 9376 it is strange that this information should
seem so commonplace that it had not been officially recorded
I D 231
1
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orson pratt echoed that idea when he said
he revealed the pattern according to which that

house
should be built pointing out the various courts and apartments telling the size of the house the order of the pulpits and in fact everything pertaining to it was clearly
pointed out by revelation god gave a vision of these
things not only to joseph but to several others and they
were strictly commanded to build according to the pattern
revealed from the heavens 12

and later when he said
when the lord commanded this people to build a
house in the land of kirtland he gave them the pattern
by vision from heaven

and commanded them to build
that house according to that pattern and order to have
the architecture not in accordance with architecture devised
by men but to have everything constructed in that house
according to the heavenly pattern that he by his voice had
inspired to his servants 13

in 1881 erastus snow speaking in the st george stake
said
general features of the st george temple are in
conformity to those of the kirtland temple which was
dedicated in april 1836
that temple may be said to have been built to show
forth the order of the priesthood aaronic and melchizedek the priesthood there received the ordinance of the
washing of feet and the anointing of the head with oil
this was confirmed to those holding the priesthood there
was no baptismal font in the temple at kirtland for that
ordinance had not yet been revealed to the people
by the time the nauvoo temple was being built the
doctrine of the baptism for the dead was revealed and
one of the first things attended to there was the preparation
of the font for the baptisms of the dead it was revealed
here in st george to the prophet brigham young that
there should be variations made in the temples to be built
this was given unto the prophet brigham in answer to
his question
oh lord show unto thy servants if we shall
build all temples after the same pattern
the answer
came
do you all build your houses after the same pattern
so shall the growth of
used when your family is small
the knowledge of the principles of the gospel among my
people cause diversity in the pattern of temples 14

the

13

7 D

13357
D 14273
st george stake historical record no 97707 20 november 1881
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in the zion city of independence a twenty four building complex is projected each building being called a temple only
the pattern of the house of the lord for the presidency is
provided the design of the other buildings remains to be
13
15

given

on

elder rigdon gave an account of
the endowment of the ancient apostles and laid before dle
die
the
conference the dimensions of the house to be built in kirtland and rehearsed the promise to the elders in the last days
which they were to realize after the house of the lord was
built 16 no specific detail is added on 6 june 1833 a conference of high priests assembled in kirtland and instructed
the building committee to obtain stone brick lumber and
other materials for the building on 23 july of the same year
the cornerstones of the lord s house or the kirtland temple
were laid after the order of the holy priesthood
in the archives of the historical department of the LDS
church are some hand drawn sketches in both pencil and ink
of the temple pulpits or stands the pencil drawings give
an outline of the stands together with the initials that were
to appear on them these drawings show that the first thing
a person facing east would see is a communion table slightly
4th stand and
higher than the floor this table is called the ath
bears the initials PEQ
presidency of elders quorum
this reflects a stake level of priesthood organization in the
day of the kirtland temple all priesthood was organized
on a stake basis and not yet on a ward level as we know it
today

april

21

1834

17

3rd stand bears
the next higher stand or ard
PHPQ presidency of high priests quorum

the initials
still highpresidents
2nd stand carries the initials PSZ
er the and
of seventy
the reason for the Z is unclear perhaps it
should have been a Q for quorum
the upper stand
bears the initials PMPH
this may have stood for
presidency of melchizedek high priests if so the last two
the temple

of the presidency was not constructed in kirtland nor
was it built in independence it is to be built in the future in jackson county
in fulfillment of prophecy no drawn plans exist in our present archives for
the kirtland temple there are however some hand drawn plans for the
temple of the presidency these plans were used as suggestions for the size
of the visitors center now completed in independence missouri

U
H

C

254

present day pattern was outlined in july 1877 when brigham young
began to correlate the church programs

the
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drawings of the pulpits by courtesy of the historical department of the
church
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initials should have been reversed
facing west one would
see another communion stand bearing the initials PDQ
presidency of deacons quorum this was called the ath
4th
stand also
the drawings of the temple of the presidency do not
show a specific altar for the elders or for the deacons but
do show a table further study is needed of the changes made
for the lettering on the stands since when the prophet presided at the altar the initials were different neither the
pencil drawing nor the pen and ink drawing shows a stand
or altar for the elders or deacons but each does show a
v1
table this table was 10 feet va
long it was 2
712 inches
feet wide except at the extreme end where it was 2 feet and
3 inches wide it was a simple straight flat table and not in
the shape of the higher stands
determining more about these stands and their initials
will require further study of records which are not presently
on file in the historical department archives
3rd stand on the west bears
the next higher stand or ard
the initials PTQ
presidency of teachersquorum
teachers quorum still
2nd stand has the initials PPQ
higher the and
TPQ presidency
of priests quorum the upper stand has the initials PAP
presidency of aaronic priesthood
having one stand for the presidency of the priests quorum
and another for the presidency of the aaronic priesthood
which is the bishopric seems out of order today but these
were likely drawn before d&c
dac 107 was given it is in this
section that the prophet is informed that the bishop is the
president of the priests quorum 18
another document carefully executed in black ink shows
the initials to be upon the pulpits this document is not
dated but was apparently made after the temple was completed the direction of the stands for the melchizedek priesthood and the aaronic priesthood are reversed and the initials
are different from those on the pencil drawings
in this description there is no mention of a stand for the
seventy or the elders the writer of the document names
a definite stand at which the prophet presided these initials
been there at the time of joseph smith s presidency
must have beel
this
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1972
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the

initials on the kirtland temple
tempie stands by courtesy of the historical
part ment of the church
partment

note that there

is no mention of a place for the deacons

de-

the

eiders and the deacons must have been at the
place for the elders
communion tables 10
the problem of these initials is complicated by an analysis of the reorganized church in the saints herald for 9 march 1953
1955 it gives the following designations for the initials PDA presiding deacon aaronic PTA
presiding teacher aaronic PAP presiding aaronic priest B PA bishop
presiding over aaronic PEM presiding elder
eider melchisedec MHP presiding melchisedec high priesthood quorum of twelve or stake high council
M PC melchisedec presiding counsel presidency of church or presidency of stake
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